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AAcGovern calls Nixon veto
of water control bill 'tragic'
By Deny Law
Staff Reporter
Democratic presidential nominee
George McGovem last night criticized
President Nixon for vetoing "oneof the
most important antipollution bills in
the history of our country ''
Speaking before about 6.000 people at
the Lucas County Recreation Center.
McGovern said it was "tragic1' that
President Nixon vetoed the $24 6 billion
federal legislation Congress passed
Tuesday designed to help local governments clean up water pollution.
•"The preservation of our environment is perhaps the most important
issue facing our country within the
next 10 years," McGovern said
McGovern also called for restoring
some sense of integrity and decency
to the management of government.'"
HE URGED the American people

"to take the government out of the
hands of special interest groups and
put it in the hands of the people again "
McGovern also said he wants "to
restore a sense of justice in the country's tax system "
"1 don't want to soak the rich for
taxes.'' he said. "I just want them to
pay their fair share
" I want to close the loopholes so people can't get away without paying any
tax at all.'' the senator said
McGovern said Congress has passed
three bills in the last three and one-half
years attempting to relieve the tax burden on the citizen, but Nixon has vetoed
each bill
The Nixon administration s alleged
wiretapping of Democratic National
I'eadquarters also came under attack
"A POLITICAL agency that doesn't
hesitate tapping the Democratic headquarters won't hesitate at tapping your

home, office or school." McGovern
told the crowd

"I WANT US to quit knocking over
our real soldiers and bring them
home." he added
I'e said President Nixon's present
military policy "seals prisoners of war
in their cel<s and blocks diplomatic
negotiations "

When McGovern was about halfway
through his speech, his microphone
conked out After the power was
restored. McGovern said. "We Democrats haven't had much experience
with manipulating electronics
McGovern also called (or a new
direction for priorities, particularly in
the field ol military spending

The senator said he hoped presidential advisor Penry Kissinger's trips to
Pans and Saigon would result in a
peace proposal

I'e quoted former President Eisenhower as saying. Too much money for
defense weakens lhe country "

"1 hope with all my heart that this
war comes to an end. even if it is
before the day of the election.'' he said

The senator said "we can provide I
decent job for every person who is able
to work" with the money saved on military budget cutbacks
McGovern said he resented the television commercial thai shows U>J lot
diers being knocked down in an eflort
to dramatize McGovern s proposed
troop cutbacks

MCGOVERN also called for "some
degree of measurable security" for
elderly citizens living on a retirement
income
"A president should use his influence
to see to U thai the government sets up
a decent program for the old."
McGovern saul

Sen. George S. McGovern
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Kissinger in Saigon
to confer with Thieu
By George Esper
Associated Press Writer

SAIGON (API - Penry A Kissinger
is in Saigon to review the status of
Vietnamese peace negotiations with
US and South Vietnamese officials
The North Vietnamese say peace is no
nearer despite his series of secret talks
in Paris.
President Nixon's national security
advisor arrived last night from Paris,
where he had another secret meeting
with the North Vietnamese on
Tuesday I'e will confer with President
Nguyen Van Thieu today, lhe White
Pouscsi-id
IN PARIS. Nguyen Thanh Le.
spokesman for the North Vietnamese
delegation at the Paris peace talks,
told reporters: "Up to now the
Vietnamese problem is not yet
settled."
Indicating no change in the (dm
munist position, he added "Up to
today. Oct
18. the Nixon
administration refuses to bring an end
to this war of aggression, refuses to
abandon the traitor Nguyen Van
Thieu "
Newtohoto by John Cotten

First
snow

A little early, perhapi, winter orrived Wednesday with the MflMn'l first (new.
II covered the flowers and dampened the ml in cantor campus, and warned of
things to tome

LE REFUSED TO discuss the recent
flurry of secret meetings between
Kissinger and Xuan Thuy. head of the
North Vietnamese delegation, and I.e
Due Tho. politburo member who has
returned to Panoi
Pe declared that the best hope for
peace would be President Nixon's

acceptance of the Viet Cong peace
plan, which calls for a U.S. pullout
from South Vietnam and replacement
of Tin.MI s regime by a tripartite provisional government
THERE IS speculation that the US
position is centered on working out a
cease-fire arrangement that would
result in the release of American
prisoners of war and a political settle-

Antipollution bill
veto overridden
WASPINGTON I API - Congress
overrode President Nixon's veto
yesterday and enacted a $24.6 billion
water pollution control bill aimed at
cleaning up the nation's waterways by
1985
The Pouse voted 247 to 23 to override
Nixon's strongly worded veto message
after the Senate had voted 52 to 12 to
override
Nixon, who had asked for $6 billion
for water pollution control, called (he
bill a budget wrecker and said those
who supported it were voting (o
increase the likelihood of higher taxes
But 94 Republicans in the l.'ouse.
including minority leader Gerald H

Landlords may oppose housing code
By Barb Bracker
Featare Writer
Kris Eridon. coordinator of the
Student Housing Association. (SPA I.
said he anticipates the most opposition
to the proposed city housing code from
those whom the code would regulate the landlords
At a sparsely attended housing code
informational meeting Monday night.
Eridon said he would like students in
favor of the code to attend a public
hearing on the proposal next week.
The proposal will be presented to the
public Monday. Oct. 23. at 7 pro. in the
Bowling Green High School cafeteria.
PARTLY on the basis of that
hearing, the planning and zoning committee of city council will decide

whether or not to recommend the
proposal to the council
"Our mere physical presence at the
hearing would make a difference."
said Eridon
Eridon. who supports the proposed
code, said he believes a large number
of landlords are planning to attend the
hearing
Sheldon Weslman. assistan( director
of residence services and chairman of
the city's housing commission, said it's
"unfortunate that all those being
regulated are the most vocal."
EVEN IF only a small number of the
persons attending the hearing are
opposed to the code, if they are more
vocal than the others, the committee
will believe all who attended are
against the measure. Westman said
Mike Berthoff. SPA evaluations

chairman, said the landlords may have
a great effect on the upcoming hearing
"They're the ones who do (he
majority of the voting." said Berthoff
"They have dinner at Kaufmann's with
the councilmen
"This hearing is the only chance
students will get to speak Any type of
support would help "
Eridon urged any students who need
transportation to the hearing to call the
SPA office a( 372-2951. Anyone may
purchase a copy of the housing code
proposal at the city building for 45
cents.
Should the planning and zoning
committee recommend the proposal to
city council, the code still could not be
enacted before December
IF PASSED, the code would set up
housing standards which Bowling
Green would be forced to follow

Maximum penalty lor each violation
would be a $300 fine
Wesiman said (he most important
part of the code does not deal wilh
today, but rather with 15 to 20 years
from now I'e believes an enforced
housing code would alleviate the
eventual necessity for urban renewal
providing for periodic inspecdnns of
areas (hat are becoming run-down, and
correcting their deficiencies at that
time.
The housing code proposal would
also provide for a housing officer who
would assist students in ob(aining
repairs for (heir apar(ments. Eridon
said
liei thofl recommended (ha( s(uden(s
interested in (he proposal conlact any
of the city councilmen who are also
connecled wi(h (he University.
They are Dr Edwin C. Bomeli,

.

ment that would not give the
appearance of a sellout of Thieu by the
Nixon administration.
Sources here speculated that
Kissinger's mission in Saigon may be
to convince Thieu of the necessity ol
some sort of coalition or dual government with the Viet Cong Thieu has
said repeatedly he will never accept a
coalition government with the Viet
long

chairman ol the department ol
quantitative analysis and control
I)r Thomas Anderson.
associate
professor of geography.
Bruce
Kellard. associate professor
ol
he,11tli and physical education: and l)r
Charles Barrell. professor of political
"THESE PEOPLE arc readily
accessible We may be able lo gather
sonic support from (hem." Hcrlli.itI
said
Weslman was uncertain aboul (lie
chances of city council adopting lhe
housing code
"Got a coin-flip It." Weslman said
Former mayor F. Gus Skibbic is
"high on passing the code." he said
"But Mayor Bartlett has publicly
stated thai il is a low priority in his
administration."

Ford of Michigan, joined
Democrats in rebuffing Nixon

153

ONLY 14 REPUBLICANS-six of
whom are not seeking re-election -and
9 Democrats voted to sustain the ve(o.
The new law authorizes $18 billion
over (he nex( (hree years in gran(s to
s(a(es and municipalities to pay 75 per
cent of (he cost of building sewage and
wasle (rea(menl planls
II also calls for strut limit- on
indus(rial discharges in(o inland and
coastal waters. By July I. 1977. planls
will have lo meet limits based on lhe
best practicable technology." and by
1983. limits based on the "best
available technology "
Hy 1985 all pollulion is supposed lo be
eliminated from the nation's rivers,
lakes, streams and coastal waters
THE PROGRAM ALSO authorizes
lunds lor loans In small businesses In
help (hem come into cnmpliancc with
(he law. payments lo municipalities
lhal buill sewage treatment planls
under an earlier program, and for antipollulion research
All sums in lhe law are merely
aiitlioi izalions however They set lhe
maximum amounts lhal can be spent
and actual funds will have to be
provided in separate appropriation
legislation
Nixon, anticipating in Ills veto
message lhal he would be overridden,
vowed lo use his authority over
spending lo hold down expendilures
under (he program as much as he can.
Sen Edmund S Muskie iD-Mainei
principal Senate sponsor ol (he
legislation, said (he spending under lhe
three-year audim i/atum will actually
stretch out for seven years, due to lhe
time needed to plan and build
treatment facilities, thus greatly
reducing the annual budget impact.
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war survey
rx

The results of a study conducted by two teaching fellows in the
psychology department confirm the hypothesis that those who
oppose government policy are generally more informed than
those who support it.
But the statistics are most interesting.
In a test of 85 University students, opponents of President
Nixon's policy averaged 14.7 correct answers to questions about
Vietnam war history and Southeast Asian current events.
Nixon supporters averaged 11.9 correct answers.
This may lend credence to the hypothesis.
But if it reflects the level of knowledge of the University
community, it doesn't say much.
McGovern supporters did manifest a greater perception of
Southeast Asian affairs, but the differential was not great.
The study indicates most a general lack of knowledge about the
Vietnam situation.
No matter which presidential candidate they prefer, students
don't seem to know much about a major campaign issue.
If votes are to be cast intelligently, each voter must examine
the issues and the facts, then decide. Emotionalism or ignorance
of the facts has no place in the selection of our major national
leader.

I NEVER DID LEARN TO SPELL 'FILIBUSTER'. . .

uao concerts
Mike Cither and Sherrie Meyer, student representatives on the
Union Board of Directors, said Wednesday a student survey
taken last spring was instrumental in bringing Jethro Tull here in
concert.
Why wasn't a similar survey taken to gauge student desires for
this year's homecoming concert?
It is evident from the lack of student enthusiasm and the
amount of student disgust, that the choice of Sha-Na-Na for the
concert was a poor one.
Uad student opinion on the groups available been surveyed
before the final choice was made, it would probably have
resulted in a group with the same or lower cost and greater
appeal to students.
Although we believe some referendum of student opinion
should be made, we rule out the possibility of a paper petition
Too often these surveys are not returned or the groups
appearing on them are not within our price bracket.
We suggest that a telephone referendum be conducted of a
random sampling of the University community.
A scientific random sampling was obtained from a computer
last year for a voter opinion survey. The same could be obtained
for a concert survey.
Fisher and Meyer were elected by the student body; let them
be responsible lo it.

Lerrers.
ballots or bullets in 72?
Benign neglect and crude promises
are not factors applied only of the
Reconstruction Era. It is now evident
that they are real factors in twentiethcentury politics and of twentiethcentury politicians.
After fighting and shedding blood in
three wars, being bombed in churches,
attempting to make America live up to
its creed and speaking to it with an
integrity that surpasses the Alamo.
Patrick Henry and Washington
crossing the Potomac, we are yet
placed in precarious positions of
political maneuvers.
Today black people are faced with
casting a ballot into the American
voting machinery. We are faced with
the choice between the lesser of two
evils.

NIXON HAS in essence received the
support of blacks but we must once
again realize there are blacks who
wish to assimilate, where the majority
of blacks are about the task of
asserting themselves, in reactions to
political identity, destiny and survival.
In the realization that black people
are not monogamous, the majority of
blacks refuse to be placed in the hip
pockets of either the Nixonites or the
Dixiecrats.
Neither party has done anything
valid in perspective to the plight of
black people, without undue pressure.
From the slave insurrection of 1831.
led by Nat Turner, mutiny aboard the
"Amsterdam'' led by Joseph Cinque in
1841. the freeing of over 300 slaves by
Harriett Tubman, Dubois and the
Niagra Movement of 1905 (iarvey's

pledged to break pledges
By William F. Buckley Jr.
(icorge McGovern has decided lo run
nn what he is parlaying into an
unconsummatcd pledge ol Richard
Nixon
Accordingly
the
McGovern
campaign took oul lull page ads on the
fourlh anniversary of Mr Nixon's nowlamous declaration "Those who have
had a chance for lour years, and could
not produce peace, should not be given
another chance
I say now lamous declaration
because n did not cause a ripple al the
UnW il HI made

IT WAS IN Santa Monica, on October
9, 1968. at the Civic Auditorium Mr.
Nixon was addressing a crowd of 4.000
people.
The "New York Times'" headlined
the speech the next day:
"Nixon Promises to Seek a
Law Banning l.ewd Mail to Children."
Which reminds me. I am not aware
that Mr Nixon succeeded in fulfilling
that promise-he was blocked by a
Democratic committee
Neither am 1 aware that George
McGovern has hit him for this quite
concrete failure On the other hand,
Mr McGovern isn't likely to do that
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Take away their lewd mail, and what
have the children got left? That would
be the final betrayal of George
McGovern.

more newsworthy than his pledge to
take the dirty pictures away from the
children.

Way down in the story, the reporter
tells of the heckling of Richard Nixon
by peace protesters It was to them
that he shouted out his judgment that
"those who have had a chance for (our
years and could not produce peace,
should not be given another chance "

BUT IN FACT Mr Nixon has
accomplished peace in this sense
Substantively. he has lived up to his
pledge at Santa Monica of four years
ago
Fighting remains, so that technically
it can indeed be said that he has not
"produced peace "

THE I.l'l Kit ALNESS with which Mr
McGovern is taking that campaign
pledge suggests a crabbed analytical
mind
KIM- one thing, if you go ahead and
take the statement literally, why
should we suppose that Nixon was
correct'1
McGovern takes him to be incorrect
in almost every other particular.
So why should he happen to be
correct only when he lays down the law
that a president who cannot produce
peace in four years should not be reelected?
Is McGovern saying that the
American people were wrong in voting
lor Abraham Lincoln in 1864'' I'e had
four years, but hadn't brought peace
WERE THE American people wrong
in voting for Franklin Roosevelt in
1944'' I'e certainly hadn't produced
peace
If one gets away from the literalness
of the term, what is it that is generally
meant by "producing peace'" It
means producing peace for the United
States
The United States is still spending
money in the Indochinese theatre But
the expenditure of that money, a small
percentage of our total military
budget, was not the major issue
accosted by Nixon in 1968
Clearly, if he had said that by the end
of his term of office not one American
soldier would be dying in Vietnam, that
statement would have been considered

How can anyone produce peace, so
long as there are people in the world
who are willing to fight lo dominate
other people, and so long as there are
people willinR to fight to maintain their
independence?
What George McGovern would do is
to punish those who would fight to
maintain their independence
So that what George McGovern's
pledge to the American people is
reducible to is: I pledge that I shall
produce peace in the world by denying
to anyone the arms with which to resist
aggression
But McGovern does not encourage
people to take him literally
WHETHER HE is promising a
thousand dollars to every man. woman
and child, which promise he now asks
us to accept metaphorically
Or whether he is promising to back
Kagleton one thousand per cent.
He is now formally pledged to
breaking promises made by three
American presidents to the people of
South Vietnam - to stand by them
against aggression
He asks the American people to elect
him in order that he might repeal what
pledges his predecessors have made It
becomes altogether involuted
But even though McGovern will lose
the election, he has forever damaged
American credibility, and in doing so.
he will damage the cause of peace for
years and years to come

NIA 1914, Rosa Parks Montgomery bus
boycott 1955, sit-ins and marches of the
60s led by ML. King, the lash of
Muslim orator Malcolm X up to the
National Black Political convention in
Gary. Indiana. March 11. 12. 13. 1972.
we have fought realizing that as
Frederick Douglas said, "where there
is no struggle there is no progress ''
IT IS TIME that all who proclaim
themselves as American niggers (field
type I came together and force a show
of hands of our other nigger brothers
and sisters (house type I so that we
may deal with them in perspective to
the future of black people all across
America.
And unless we forget, history does
repeat itself. We are no longer fooled
by the mythical use of pseudo-language
of politicians, administrators or people
in education.
So as the horns of time begin to blow
the facades, rose windows and all. will
surely fall We shall know where we a
people, black people stand

THE

ACQUIESCENCE

of

assimilation of (house typei niggers
into the epicureanism ol the Nixon
administration, at the expense of rape,
exploitation, philanthropism. physical
and mental murder on a national and
international
basis
of oppressed
people. I say to those assimilate.
Because blacks in the upper echelons
of American society are doted over,
there is no call I feel for imagery sake.

that niggers like Sammy Davis Jr.,
conduct themselves in a minstrel
manner, hugging "Howdy Doody." of
American Joklore on nationwide TV.
We must be about the business of
assertion and not full assimilation or
nirvana Where do we go (rom here''
We. the African roots but American
Iruits' The choice is yours Malcolm
said." either ballots or bullets "
James Williamson
207 Thurstin Manor

heartbeat
In the Sunday. September 24 issue of
The BG News you introduced newstudents to The BG News and
University life.
An article printed in this issue
outlines various service organizations
in the area
You missed one:
Heartbeat of Toledo
Heartbeat offers alternatives to
abortion to women worried by
problem pregnancies Heartbeat offers
help to any woman anytime in any way
necessary (a place to live'' a job'' legal
or medical aid'' counseling'' i
Heartbeat cares Help is available at
(4191241-9131
Laura Caple
431 McDonald West

old rule re-enforced
Fourteen years ago. the majority ol
students lived on campus and used
meal tickets. That was 1958. and now.
a meal ticket will be the only
redemption for off-campus students
who want to. or need to. work in the
cafeterias
Why should a regulation that has
been lax lor 14 years be enforced now''
Is there a threatening clamor from
meal ticket holders who wish lo have
cafeteria jobs'.'
MR. MILLIRON claims that the
regulation is being enforced oul ol
obligation to ticket holders, and to
decrease pilferage by non-ticket
holders
Well. Mr Milliron. what about
former on-campus students who have
used the meal ticket system for two
years while working in the cafeteria"
Is there no obligation to them'' Must
they lose their jobs after working for
three straight years"
And as lor pilferage-how can you
rightly prove that non-ticket holders
are the one and only takers ol t mid'
What about the ticket-holders who

run short ol coupons'' They must surely
experience the temptation lo take a
little extra food now and then
MR. MILLIRON also reminds us of
the two students who were arrested lor
stealing food from a dining hall last
year
What he tailed to mention is that
they happened to go straight lo the
stockroom when the dining halls wenclosed
Students are usually satislied with
the $1 60 an hour wage Even though
the wage is minimal, where else can a
student who needs a job arrange work
to lit his schedule''
There is enough of a turnover each
quarter, (hose ticket holders who want
jobs should surely be able lo lind them
And il there is no room lor them,
couldn't we somehow manage without
the numerous supervisors-and spread
out their wages to the needy student
employee "
Louise TIICCI
505l'lougli.\pt B-19

terrifying silence
It is terrifying to notice the silence
among the American people after they
were informed about the overt
corruption
that
plagues
their
government
And with the recent unveiling of the
internal political espionage ifor which
the Committee to Re-elect the
President seem to be responsible) the

situation seems beyond repair
II one of your political parties is
doing this lo the other, can you imagine
what this country is doing in terms of
political espionage to other countries''

Don Viapree
300 Napoleon Rd Apt G73
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- Spokesman denies charges

Nixon aide linked to sabotage
WASHINGTON (AP) •
President Nixon's chief
spokesman yesterday denied
that the White House
directed a campaign of
political sabotage, spying
and espionage against
Democratic presidential
candidates
"If anyone had been
involved in such activities.''
said press secretary Ronald
L. Ziegler. "they would not
long be at the White House

because political sabotage is
"something we don't
condone and won't
tolerate."
ZIEGLER'S comments
came after the New York
Times joined the Washington Post and Time Magazine
in publishing stories linking
White House aide Dwight
Chapin to a key figure in the
reported sabotage campaign. California attorney
Donald Segretti.

The Times said in
yesterday's editions that it
had learned that at least 28
calls made from Segretti's
home telephone and charged
to his credit card were
directed to the White House.
Chapin s home, and to the
home and office of E.
Howard Hunt Jr.. a former
White House consultant
indicted in the June 17
break-in at Democratic
National headquarters
Earlier news reports said

that Chapin and Hunt served
as Washington contacts for
Segretti. identified by the
Post as an important operative in what it described as
a campaign to disrupt and
harass Democratic candidates
EARLIER IN the week.
Ziegler said he would not
"dignify with comment
stories based on hearsay,
character assassination
innuendo or guilt by association "

newsnoTes
OU enrollment
ATHENS I API - Ohio University
yesterday announced the biggest drop
in student enrollment " in 20 years
Dr. Claude R
Sowle. the
university's president, estimated the
fall-off in enrollment would cost the
state school $1 5 million in income
and force a stern austerity program
on 1972-1973 programs
Dr Sowle reported a 7 per cent
drop in enrollment at the Athens
campus, and an 8 5 per cent fall-off at
regional campuses This represented
a drop of 1.798 students, he said

Bugging case
WASHINGTON (API - The trial of
the seven men charged in connection
with the break-in and alleged bugging
of Democratic National Headquarters will start Nov. 15.
The action Tuesday by Chief Judge
John J Sirica of the U.S. District
Court sets a date eight days after the
Nov 7 presidential election, confirming earlier indications that a
courtroom airing of the case would
not come before the election
Democrats have alleged that the
bugging was planned by President

Nixon's re-election organizers
Sirica did not consult attorneys for
either side before setting the date He
said he acted to comply with guidelines that call for holding trial within
60 days of the indictments, which
were returned in this case on Sept 15

Irish truce
BELFAST. Northern Ireland (AP)
- Protestant vigilantes called a truce
with the British army in Belfast last
night but diehard mobs continued to
battle troops in sporadic rioting
around the city.
British army officers announced
after a secret two-hour parley with
commanders of the hardline Ulster
Defense Association that both sides
will "do all in their power to take the
heat out of the situation

Foreign aid
WASHINGTON (API - Congress
has passed a stop-gap foreign-aid
appropriation allowing spending to
continue until next Feb 28 at an
annual rate of 13 6 billion
President Nixon had asked for $5 1
billion for the current fiscal year, but
the appropriation bill bogged down in

a Senate-House disagreement on a
military-aid authorization bill. Last
year's appropriation was $3 1 billion

Japan relations
WASHINGTON (API - President
Nixon met with Japan's Foreign
Minister Masayoshi Ohira yesterday
for a discussion of the newly forged
diplomatic relations between Japan
and the People's Republic of China
The White House meeting was also
attended by Gen Alexander Haig.
presidential advisor on national
security affairs

Arab, meeting
MOSCOW (API - Premier Aziz
Sidky of Egypt left the Soviet Union
yesterday after only seven hours of
discussion with Kremlin leaders and
without meeting Communist party
chief Leonid I Brezhnev
Although the semiofficial Cairo
newspaper Al Ahram said Sidky's
talks on the Arab-Israeli conflict and
Soviet-Egyptian relations were "successful." it appeared he had failed to
repair the damage done by President
Anwar Sadat's ouster of Soviet
advisors last July

Yesterday he repeated his
charge that the stories were
based on hearsay, then went
on to assert that "no one in
the White House directed
activities of sabotage,
spying, espionage "
ZIEGLER ALSO repeated
his previous statements thai
no one presently employed
at the White House "had any
involvement, awareness or
association" with the breakin at Democratic headquarters in the Watergate
complex
After yesterday's Times
article, newsmen asked
Ziegler whether Segretti had
made calls to Chapin at (he
White House
He responded that he had
no way of knowing when1 the
Times obtained its information,

speech and with liberal arts
degrees in the humanities.

found jobs or from their
parents.

I'e asked that the
placement office be represented on the University
Curriculum Committee or in
groups making long-range
decisions on course
offerings in academic departments

John Martin, director of
admissions, told council that
tentative enrollment figures
for the main and branch
campuses showed an

GALLOWAY also said he
feared a backlash from
graduates who have not

increase of 202 freshmen
over fall 1971 enrollment
A total of 687 transfer
students, an increase of 179
over last year, have enrolled
at the University
Martin

said

1.389

ATTY. BRUCE Cameron said (he
brief he filed for the committee noted
there were alleged technical errors but
that they were not made by the committee.
The alleged defect argued before the
court Tuesday was that Jan 1. 1973. the
effective date for repeal, is not printed

freshmen are enrolled in the
College of Arts and
Sciences. 990 first-year
students are in the College
of Education. 731 in the
College of Business Administration and 107 in the
School of Music.

Save the News

DINNER - 4:30-6:00 PHEASANT RM
DANCE- 8:00-12:00
GRAND BALLROOM
MATURING

CAMERON SAID the Supreme Court
faces three alternatives: ■
-Rule the issue off the ballot.
-Order the secretary of state (o
reprint the ballots to include the Jan I
effective date.
-Find that the effective date of Dec
R is nol material
The suit contends that if the amendment is approved by voters it would
take effect Dec. 8, or 30 days after the
election as specilied by the Ohio Constitution

SUPPORT for the income tax came
on several fronts during the day:
-The Ohio Association for Retarded
Children. Inc., said direct care to mentally retarded and disabled would be
reduced if the tax is repealed
-Director William B Nye of the
Department of Natural Resources said
his agency would suffer more than any
other state agency by repeal of the tax
-William Coulter, acting chancellor
of the Ohio Board of Regents, expressed hope that stale supported colleges
and universities can find funds to help
in the fight against tax repeal
-Warren Smith, secretary treasurer
of the Ohio AFL-CIO. said an eightpage monthly magazine the union publishes will outline its opposition to
repeal
-Leonard Schnell. president of the
Ohio Farm Bureau Federation, asked
family farmers and blue collar
workers to help defeat the tax repeal
movement
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Lum's is nol against giving a bargain to the students

LUM'S

The Ohio Supreme Court Monday granted a 20-day stay of
proceedings lo Ronnie and Thomas Woodbury. former
Bowling Green city policemen, charged with receiving and
concealing stolen properly and breaking and entering
The stay was granted to permit the Woodburys' attorneys
to file a notice of appeal in the U.S. Supreme Court in cases
involving charges of three counts of breaking and entering
against both brothers
Monday's action halted a trial scheduled to begin yesterday in the Wood County Common Pleas Court Ronnie Woodbury was to have been tried on two of four counts of receiving and concealing stolen property.

HOMECOMING
DINNER/DANCE
SATURDAY, OCT. 28

Scott Noirii. loft, reads for a part in "J.B." during tryoutt in
th« Math-Science Bldg.

on either the ballot or the petitions
which were circulated
"It is our position that this defect is
of no effect and is immaterial and is
not sufficient to override the rights of
the electorate of Ohio to vote on this
issue," Cameron said
He said the state income tax law
would require citizens to pay the lax
for the entire year of 1972

COLUMBUS i AIM Tin- electorate'i
'right to vote on the income lax repeal
issue overrides defects in petitions or
the ballot question, a committee
supporting repeal said yesterdayCitizens for Repeal of the Income
Tax made the claim in a brief filed
with the Ohio Supreme Court, which is
expected to rule on legality of the issue
before the Nov 7 general election
The Supreme Court heard arguments
Tuesday on the question, proposed as
Issue 2 for the ballot Citizens for
Repeal was invited to become a third
party to the suit and given until yesterday to file its written brief

20-day stay granted
|- in Woodbury case

ALSO ON Monday the Sixth District Court of Appeals
denied a writ of mandamus sought by defense attorney M
Shad Uanna
The court ruled the complaint was premature because
Prosecuting Attorney Daniel T Spider had not been given a
chance in lower court to honor his part of an arrangement
made previously with the Woodburys
In action before the Ohio Supreme Court last month. Spitler said the bargain would be kept if the case could proceed
in the Common Pleas Court He said motion brought before
higher courts by the defense attorney had delayed any action
on his part to honor the agreement

J.B:

Tax issue defects cited

- BG job placement 'doing well'
Compared to other universities in Ohio. Bowling
Green is doing well in
finding jobs for graduates.
James Galloway, placement
office director, said yesterday.
Speaking before the University Academic Council.
Galloway said there is an
overabundance of graduates
from this university with
education degrees in
history. English, languages,
physical education, biology.
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Dress Sale

STADIUM
VIEW

Presents for the Students of B.G.S.U.
Bargain Priced Meals Every Tues., Wed. & Thurs.
compare these specials, even with Limited
Menu restaurants such as Ponderosa and
McDonald's

Xsssisx. Fjgj? % chips
reg. 99c for only 75c
English Style fish, french fries, cole slaw and roll (24c off)

for all
\Kinds of
dolls!

Wednesday
'/< pound hamburger, french fries and salad (35c off)

regularly $ 1.45 for only $1.10
Thursday
Submarine sandwich, french fries and salad (54c off)
regularly $1.79 for only $ 1.25
Ipltase no substitution!

3 DAYS ONLY
Today - Friday • Saturday

Famous Maker
Regular Stock

"FRESH AIR"

DRESSES

TICKETS UNION TICKET OFFICE
DINNER & DANCE-$5 per person
DANCE (ONLY) $1.50 per person

SIZES 5 to 13
REG. '26 to '30

YOUR $*>971
CHOICE &*9
105 S. MAIN STREET
DOWNTOWN, BOWLING GREEN

Our Menu offers the perfect combination of items
ranging from steaks to hot dops. So for a complete
Dinner or a Snack, we can satisfy your needs
And Remember, we have your favorite brewed beverages
at prices too low to mention
Bud. Falstaffand Mich on tap: Strohs. Miller and Pabst in bottle

14/Th* ftONow*, Thursday, Octebar It, 1972

Election facts on hand

Politics Center opens
Having problems deciding
on which
presidential
candidate to support?
In doubt about facts on
campaign issues?
Chances are the information can probably be found
at the Politics Center,
located in the Alumni
Lounge, first floor. Library.
Kalman Szekely. one of its
co-founders, said the
Politics Center is the first
non-partisan
political
information center to be
established at the Library.
"We have a tremendous
amount of material in the
center." said Szekely. who
is employed in the Library's
reference department

Campaign
info

Ncwapfwto by J«m KU.
The Politics Cantw in th« Alumni lounge, Library, oK«u ttudcnlt non-partiton
information on Ino coming elections during regular library noun

Szekely and
Dawn
McCaghy. also of the
reference department, set
up the information center
after it was suggested last
year by the Ad Hoc Com-

Second Fl 11 bomber vanishes
SAIGON I API A MCOIld
swing-wing Kill—the plane
the Air Force claims is the
spies! in its supersonic
arsenal has vanished on a
ifiisMon
over
North

Vietnam. the 11 S Command
reported yesterday
The plane disappeared
Irmii radar screens Tuesday
after it descended for its

radar-guided low-level target run. spokesmen said
They added that both
crewmen were missing but
they had no comment on a
North Vietnamese claim

There's a new sound
at Holiday Inn
of Bowling Green.

that an Kill had been shut
down and the crewmen
killed A North Vietnamese
spokesman in Paris identified the crewmen as Jama
Hockrige and Graham Allen
Upton
OTHER KI1IS were .on
tinuing attacks against t.n
gets in North Vietnam null
tary spokesmen said
TWO squadrons iit I he COD
troversial. $lf> million jets
have been operating oil) "I
Thailand tor less than ,i
month. The first sent into
action disappeared un Sept
28 and both crewmen are
listed as missing
That loss resulted in withdrawal of Kills from ("in
bat for six day! <>l tests and
evaluation
The command also an
nouneed thai an Air Force

K4 Phantom crashed from
unknown causes north ol Its
base at Ubon. Thailand yea

terday as it was returning
from North Vietnam The
two tliers were rescued by
helicopter without injury.
REPORTED l S plane
hisses over the North during
Ihe enemy's current offensive now stand at 114--about
one plane every It* days
The US Command lists 124
American fliers killed or
captured during the period.
1152 bombers dumped 900
tons nt bombs in a northern
arc 25 to 50 miles from Saigon in an effort to thwart
enemy attacks that have
been moving toward the

capital
Lt. (Sen. Nguyen Vaan
Minn, commander of the
Saigon military region, said
the enemy had occupied 18
hamlets north of Saigon in a
surge ol attacks over the
past two weeks Three are
contested and 15 retaken, he

added

Sweetest Day Specials
Long Stem Red

Roses
$
only
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BG delivery only

mittee on the First Year of
the Franchise.
The committee suggested
that a center dealing with
the 1J72 general election be
set up In the Library as an
aid to student voters.
"Although the mass media
attempts to bring the
political scene into focus,
the discerning citizen is still
left with the formidable task
of differentiating fact from
conjecture and commitment
from action." Szekely said.
He said the center was established to help students
understand the political
process and to explain the
implications of the 18-yearold voting franchise.
The center contains literature and documentation on
political parties, including
"minor
parties";
the
parties' presidential and
vice-presidential candidates; major campaign
issues; voting laws and procedures; court cases; and
election statistics.
"We've tried to give equal
time to all the candidates,
even the fringe candidates,"
McCaghy said
The center has separate
areas dealing with the
American
Party,
the

State Dept.
aide to talk
on Kremlin
Leslie Brown, the deputy
director of international
security planning in the U.S.
State Department,
will
speak on "The World View
from Within the Kremlin
1972" at the Midwest Slavic
Conference luncheon at noon
tomorrow
The luncheon, to be held in
the Dogwood Suite, Union, is
part of the two-day conference which is expected to
attract about 100 members
of the midwestern branch ol
the American Association
lor the Advancement of
Slavic Studies.
Nine panel discussions,
scheduled for 10 a.m and
1:30 p.m. tomorrow and 10
and 10:30 a.m. Saturday,
will focus on problems and
issues in eastern European
nations
Brown is a specialist in
the area concerned with
balancing American military forces in Europe and
Asia

American White Nationalist
Party, the Communist Party
in the United States, the
Democratic
Party,
the
Libertarian
Party,
the
People's Party, the Republican Party, the Socialist
Labor Party and the
Socialist Workers Party.
Also included is a section
on issues, laws, rules, procedures and court cases, and
general information about
parties, candidates and
voting.
The center offers free
copies of a bibliography
dealing with political issues
and new voter orientation
The listing represents literature located elsewhere in
the Library.

A special display of campaign buttons and other
campaign mementos is
located in the trophy case
just east of the center.
These mementos are from
the collection of Clark and
Marcella Duncan of Bowling
Green. Some of them date
back to President Lincoln's
campaign in the 1860s.
Szekely said he or
McCaghy will accept any
donations
of campaign
posters, campaign literature
or political cartoons on
candidates
The Politics Center is
open during all Library
hours.

Vasectomy surgery
can be reversed
NEW YORK tAPl - The
birth control surgery that
makes men sterile can
apparently be reversed so
they could father babies
again, a surgeon reported
yesterday.
The operation, known as
vasectomy. cuts the tubes,
the vas deferens, through
which spermatozoa pass
Once performed, it has been
considered to make men
sterile forever.

sure the tubes are open once
more, he said.
Dr. Jacobson said he knew
of babies having been born
in the families of four of the
men on whom he operated.
More may have been born,
he said in an interview
before leaving for Austria

But the tubes can be
rejoined in surgery performed under a microscope.
Dr. Julius I! Jacobson of
Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New York told a conference in Vienna. Austria.
The microscope vision
makes the tiny severed
tubes appear 25 times larger
than they actually are. so
the surgeon can sew the ends
together again and make

Ballots
Absentee ballots can
be notarized Monday
through Friday from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. and
Saturday from 10 a m
to 1 p.m at the Of f ice of
Voter Facilitation. 325
Williams Kail
All ballots must be
notarized
Ballots must be
submitted to local
boards of election by 6
p.m.. Nov 7

Free lunch hour flicks
to start today at noon
Lunch hour "brown bag" movies will be shown at noon on
Thursdays starting today in 220 Math Science Bldg.
Student Activities plans to show the flicks on an experimental basis for the remainder of the quarter, and. il
successful, expand further daytime film programming.
Emphasis the first quarter will be on old-time movies beginning with Laurel and I.'ardy today in "The Music Box." A
film short entitled "Saturday Symphony" depicting football
action against a classical music background, will also be
shown
The movies are Iree and open to the public.

Fanny Faimei Candies also
available to our customers
"Order youi Homecoming
Mums now 95c

o*
MYLES
FLOWERS
109 Clay

ORDER BLANK
1973 KEY YEARBOOK $750
Name
SocSec.No.
310 Student Services Bldg.

Phone J5? 2002 353 2802

THE RAINBOW
PROMISE
A Prophetic Rock Ministry
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WITH A PHtCl THAT WOff T
OOt? VOW AWAK1
Try an egg. grilled in sweet creamery butler, coveted
wilh melted cheese and Canadian Bacon, on a toasted
English muffin "
1050 S. MAIN

THE UPPER ROOM
("Bkie Ice'is blowing the coolest in our lounge.)
Singly, you may h.ive seen them .wound Bowling Green, or heard
them as a Ino. Bui have you enjoyed the bracing, cool sound of
the live member "Blue ire"'
II the answer is "no", you'd do well to make it "yes" by visiting
us some Thursday. Inday 01 Saturday night (10 to 2).
The sound ol "Ice" is as different as it is pleasing. You can hear
toned down versions of • 'Saturday in the Park". "Superstar" and
"other award winners of today. You can also hear "Misty". "Sunny"
and a few more oldies given nifty, new arrangements.
In all. you can enjoy a quintet of highly professional entertainers—singing as well .is playing, all turned out smashingly in black
lumpsuits with bright yellow shirts.
May we expect you soon' Along with a vibrant, new feeling and
some posh, new decorating, you'll find an irresistible new sound
at our place.
Presenting the "Blue lee". Cool.

Christian Coffee House
102'/2 N.Main
Corner of Main and
Woosfer above Centre Drugs

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday

Oct. 19, 20 and 21

OF BOWLING GREEN
1550 fc Woo««r St (362-5211)

8:30-1:00

Thursday, October 19, 1972, T he

m
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Fog delays Coast Guard search

House leader's plane still missing
JUNEAU. Alaska (AP) Heavy fog that prevented
pilots from seeing the noses
of their airplanes forced
down most searchers yesterday in their attempt to find
the missing plane carrying
House Democratic Leader
Hale Boggs and three
others
Two Coast Guard helicopters were flying to an island logging camp 80 miles
southwest of Juneau where
loggers reported they heard
a "loud booming sound"
Monday afternoon, a Coast
Guard spokesman said
The loggers also said they
heard a light aircraft just
before the boom
THE PLANE disappeared
Monday on a flight from
Anchorage to Juneau
About 500 miles northwest, a HI man Army
mountain rescue team was
preparing to climb to the top

John
Karloveti.
5,
left, and
Kevin
Rohrbocher, 9, Fremont enjoy an afternoon's
discussion over a bicycle rack.

of 2.500-foot Portage Pass to
attempt the first visual
search of that area. Planes
have not been able to penetrate that area because of
rain and fog.
Mrs. Boggs. who came to
Elmendorff Air Force base
in Anchorage Wednesday,
told a news conference she
was "very hopeful" that her
husband and the other three
men aboard would be found
alive
"THE BRAVE MEN of
the Air Force have done
everything that is possible
and will continue to do
everything that is possible."
she said
Only six of the 46-aircraft
armada participating in the
search early yesterday were
still in the air yesterday
afternoon All six aircraft
dispatched from Juneau

were forced down and pilots
said they could not even see
the noses of their planes
The Coast Guard and the
Air Force, coordinating in

McGovern talk
discussion topic
Earl Britt. junior (Ed).
will discuss yesterday's
speech by Sen
George
McGovern at an election
information session tonight
inCompton Hall
Britt will also recruit
volunteers
for
the
Democratic
presidential
campaign on campus
The session, which is open
to the public, will begin at
9:30 p.m. in the Gay '90s
lounge on the second floor of
Compton Hall
Refreshments will be
served after the discussion

the search since the Cessna
310 disappeared Monday en
route from Anchorage to
Juneau. reported no further
trace of possible emergency
locater beacon signals
picked up Tuesday by helicopter pilots over the rugged
southeastern Alaska coast

along
route

the

Forty planes flew out of
Anchorage under Air Force
direction, and three planes
and three helicopters flew
out ofJuneau
WITH

IT WAS THOUGHT that
the signals might have come
from a beacon the aircraft
was carrying, but Cmdr
Paul Breed of Coast Guard
headquarters in Juneau cautioned
against
undue
optimism An Air Force
Rescue Coordination Center
spokesman mentioned thai
the signals could have ran.
from other pilots "trying
out" their locater beacons.
Air Force Maj
Ken
Barker said the locater
signals were the only' clues

560-mile flight

BOGGS

on

the

flight were Alaska's only
congressman. Nick Begich,
40; Begich aide Rusaell
Brown. 37; and Don E. Jonx,
38, the pilot. They left Anchorage Monday morning on '■
a 34 hour flight to Juneau.
Boggs was making campaign appearances for

Begich.

$2,000 title VI grant
to assist music school
The School of Music has received a $2,000 grant from the
slate through Title VI. a program designed to improve
undergraduate instruction by acquiring additional equipment
Oliver Chamberlain, assistant professor of music, said the
grant was being used to supplement a 16,000 program
designed (o upgrade the equipment in the music department.
Money from the new grant will be used to purchase seven
tape .Ink. and five turntables. Chamberlain said

S.S. bill would correct
discrimination problems
WASHINGTON (API The Social Security bill now
before President Nixon for
signature would correct a
discrimination which has
meant lower retirement
payments for millions of
men than women receive.
Officials in the Social
Security
Administration
have been pressing Congress
for years to correct the
situation

Applications
Students planning to
graduate this December
must turn in applications for
graduation immediately
Applications are available
in the registrar's office. 110
Administration Bldg.

B.G. People
for Peace to
meet tonight
The Bowling Green People
for Peace will meet tonight
at 7 30 in the Alumni Room.
Union

The officials say they
doubt there would be any
legal defense for it.
especially since Congress
this year approved a constitutional amendment outlawing
discrimination
because of sex.
THE
discrimination
against men applies (o all
those who have retired since
1961
For example, in the rase
of a man and woman both
retiring at 65 this year, after
a working lifetime in which
each paid the maximum tax
every year, the man would
receive $259 40 a month, the
woman $269.70.
The reasons for this go
back to the time when the
retirement age first was
lowered from 65
In 1956. Congress made it
possible for women to retire
at 62 with actuarially
reduced pensions. Men received the same privilege in
1961
The 1956 enactment gave
women the right to drop
three additional low-earning
years in the computation of

The group will discuss
plans for picketing the Federal Building in Toledo as
part of a nationwide antiwar
campaign on Thursday. Oct
26
Bob Weigl. a member of
the group, said it is a coalition of former anti-Vietnam
war groups They include
the Ohio Peace Action Council lOPAC). the Student
Mobilization
Committee.
Indochina Peace Campaign,
and the American Friends
Service Committee

"DINNER DATES

their retirement payments
But. in 1961, this same
privilege was not accorded
to men Social Security officials say they pointed this
discrepancy out to the Congressional Committees at
(he time but that it was
decided not to correct it
because of the cost
ALL SOCIAL Security
recipients can drop their
five lowest years in the computation of their average
earnings which determines
their pensions
But. because of the 1956
enactment, women can drop
three more for a total of
eight while men can disregard only five
That is the course of the
discrimination which means
larger payments for women
The provision in the bill
sent to the President Tuesday would correct the discrimination only for those
retiring in the future
It would be partially effective next year but fully
effective only for those men
who reach 62 in 1975 and
afterwards

^

SWEETEST DAY
Oct. 21st
LONG STEM ROSES
SWEETHEART ROSES

ALL COLORS
ALL COLORS

^:

CARNATION SPECIAL
All colors
oo
(B.G.ONIY)
a ooz.

&

§1
s

The Flowerhouse

1!

ALWAYS
F.T.D.

353-1045

3
■

Luncheon Special
Tees.
Wed.
Thurs.
Frl.
Sat.
Mon.

Oct. 24
Oct. 30

VealScallopini
with side of spaghetti
Creamed Chicken on biscuits
Kellurini

•

Ml'.,II.Ml

Three egg ham omelel
l-.lv.H'll l

353-0512

Summer cold plate* are always available
"The boys lilt early lo
T1IK ABOVK INCLUDES MOM PKTTI'S
35 including
mte they're investigating a
HOMKMADKSOI'I'OK ITALIAN
beverage
Ml
111
Hid.
Ml.'.
HI
I'llII
rumor lhal Petli's has Ihe
Imesi Italian food in Norlh
ern Ohio1
DAILY SPECIAL-Ma Petti s Soup.
Sandwich & Beverage - $1.25
irha need daily)

»1

* Join the 55 Club
4 to 6 P.M.

downtown
Bowling Green

The right'in candidate.
BOONE S FARM, MODESTO. CALIFORNIA

Memorial Hall

SHA NA NA

$

THURS., OCT. 26 - 9 P.M. - General Admission 3
Tickets on sale in the Union - Reserved - $3.50
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Nixon denied federal spending limit
By E«mo»d l.rBrrlo.
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON
(AP)
Congress killed President
Nixon's $250 billion spending
ceiling proposal yesterday,
ending a long controversy in
its own ranks, but fueling
continued
political
argument.
Both House and Senate
acted by voice vote
The long dispute over
spending limits was not primarily over the setting of a
ceiling both
chambers
twice voted for it—but over

the degree of power the
President should have to cut
back fund authorizations by
Congress to conform to the
overall limit
THE HOUSE first voted
the
virtually
unlimited
authority
Nixon
asked,
despite arguments that it
was abdicating its constitutional control over the budget and that Nixon might
slash favorite Democratic
programs
But a number of Democrats countered
that
if
Nixon
were
denied
the

JAZZ. ROCK. JAMES NICHOLS.
And your Request Taken at
2-2418 - Check it out tonight

authority, he could blame
Congress
for
continuing
large deficits and claim that
he was relieved from a
pledge not to seek a tax
increase next year
Public
statements
by
Nixon and other administration
spokesmen
gave
strength to this argument

to go along, and voted stiff
restrictions on presidential
cutting power.
A conference committee
produced a compromise, but
the Senate rejected it Tuesday and voted to drop the
whole matter of spending
ceiling and authority To do
this, it had to write complex

BUT THE Senate refused

language in effect nullifying

the earlier
ceiling

Save a W-h-o-l-e
$
4.00
When you buy this
100% acrylic vest!

voted against the ceiling.
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ACROSS

11

oe.Cc

I Purloined.
7 II..i Mnl diiih.
IS I'fTMWI Of I.Mir

wraith.
14 "The
Black."

the

If. Alfre»ro.
17 Set up.
l'i H.il. el Mandeh
island.
20 Maine or
Vermont in Paris,
22 IMnr toy.
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Panhandle city.
Canary food.
Prohibit.
Be contrite.
Farming
apparatus.
Fist fight: Collon,.
Gruff in manner.
White
Fellow worker:
Abbr.
t.iil-"
name.
Numerical «umY
Swamp.
Moreover.

Abbr

| ■ <

48

'" 1 1

62

32 Actress of a sort.
34 Complete:
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61
63
65
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18

"

21

■ 31

.16
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53
M
56
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'

24

39

36
39
44
47
49

national debt from the present $450 billion to *465
billion through June 30,1973
Without such action, the
ceiling would drop Oct. 31 to
MOO billion, well below the
actual debt.
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THE WIZARD OP ID

Based on a novel by H.iii(1 W ill! • h .,
NIK!

fariendum.
Netherlands
commune.
Word with milk
or rreani.
Sets apart for a
rertain purpose
Negative
(irefixe*.
Strip at> an
orange.

1'

■

"

I Suffix in
chemistry.
10 Do without.
11 Frighten.
1.1 Infringement.
IS Went off.
18 April IS, for one
21 Private chat in
Cannes.
24 Tease.
25 Leningrad's
river.
27 Fresh and clean
28 Seventh Sunday
after Faster.
2'> Having the shape
of a low-pitched

16 Harden, a« steel.

■

5~ II

1

JJ

DOWN

48 Quod _
30

21

Store.
Record.
Completed.
Bolshevik
higwig.
!> (.harm.
6 Us: Ilal.
7 Heavy or
light
H EbeasWwcf
Secretary of
Stale.

15 Sun disk.

>

n

19 1

1
2
3
i

26 Cassowary's
cousin.
27 Musiral
abbreviation.
.10 Spellbound.
SI 'These fonlinh
things
■
33 Arikara Indian*.
! i Daughter of
Chaos.
37 tiore or \
n.
38 River through
Pakistan.
M World-famous
unrle.
II Valuable violin.
41 -i..Ik of a fern,
mushroom, etr.
13 Penetrate.

12

12
16

58 Tirket: Slang.
62 Military courier.
64 Former name of
the Mariana
Islands.
66 Search of a kind
67 Sign on a highway.
68 Musiral
direction.
69 Restoration
dramatist.

23 Erie and LtJi.

SUNDAY - OPINING

ference Nixon does not want
a spending ceiling without
the broad authority the
House had voted.
The bill also contains a
non-controversial provision
increasing the ceiling on the

CHAIRMAN Wilbur D.
Mills (D-Ark ) of the House
Ways and Means Committee
told the House the Treasury
informed the final con-

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

impromptu dance
Those
interested
but
unable
to
attend
tinauditions or those who want
more information
should
call Margn Hesketl at 82

FOWLING C.t'LF.'. DwlO

*

Uie

1

and Fri. Night 11 -2 A.M. on WFAL-680 AM

!$&■

for

Senate and rouse conferees tried again yesterday
to fashion a compromise,
but failed, and the House

Dancer try outs at 6:30
Auditions
for
the
University
Performing
Dancers will be tonight at
6 30 in 302 Women s Bldg
Anyone interested should
prepare a one-minute dance
and be ready to perform an

vote

by Brant p.rk.r%nd Johnny hart

G0NI WIIH IMF WINI1 Swill* CURK GABII

THAT 9Ri05e
WHEN Wt=
OSH1E TO IT

BARE IN TIME SUNDAY OPENING Till / JO Ailn, SI 00
OPINlm SAI t. SON 0N1Y
JOIN OUR POIAR BEAR ClUB
FOR FREE ADMISSIONS
Bo. Of lice optns .ill, IS

I VW4S
I AFmo ■Oun
\ s*y -WT

R

I JSS» I
l*»-VK«N

SUPER HOT IN CAR ElECTRIC HEATERS optional
of 7:30

~<m>~ CL3SSIFIED —*«*«-

SKKJKKEO
NI.Mil.lM,

DIAH1IUN HIMIlN nI 1II MINI!ii>

wants to join or form band
to do oT|tin.il ni.ticn.il and
Kntflish rock ('.ill Ken 3525724

TTTo-

Everyone wants

CAMPUS CALENDAR

CATL0

TmiradayOct i» 1972

Lounge

I'AO Austrian I'ohday iVr
14
IHH* 22 • 9 days & 7
nights Any BQSU student
cost
$.'(•"
Inlormalion
resen'jtions sign up I'Att
ollue until tkt 30

fry outs for graduate une a«l plavs perlnrmed Nov 10-11.
M0S.ulhr.ill 6pm

NO« is THE TIMK TO
HAKE
RESERVATIONS
FORTEASATTPEC I

Sociolog) Itepi 4pm. Alumni lUhinv I'nion I Van Ai-heson
•peajklOg on UrbM BlptrlWCQ Program as an alternative
in 111 km stmh

murdered, mangled and matiuued
Hn only hope n a Marsha) who
wantt him hanged

Theta Sigma PW. fipm
MffOtiDltfoi all nit'inbers

STAKKINC
VUL BRYNNER, HUT \lil>
CRENNA. LEONARD N1MOV
RATED GP
Jid BONUS If AlURt In » Sal only

DIRTY 0INUUS

McGII

It's good for your system
Sony Model MO Three-Motor. Three-Head Stereo Tape heck
This is the mom Inexpensive deck Ui.it xwil folh satu.fi ihe
advanced stereo buff.
rBATVRKIi
• Unique I .eve. A. hnn Tiaiupoit
Control
• Solenoid -Operated Tr«tn»porl
Punetloni
• Dte-Catl Tape Guide and Head
Hlnrk Mounting* Ki tme
• il>»fere»i* Synrhrnnotu CapMat' M«
ini .it") Outer Rotor Reel Drive
• Ki'in Din! T
■ nuntei
• n<"f In Sound i-Sound and h. f...
• Mtrinphone i iite Miking
• Mr.'iuu.ii Meioon CapattllH) ,>rr
mitt itmri ... ti».
i ,.-, ,..,,
,.|,
b«rk, ...... ion mode*

ChhatlH SctffllCt Organization. 6 30pm, Trout Chapel
Open to all

Seniors.
make
your
appoiniment lor your senior
portrait now Call the KKY

Campus Crusade lor Christ 7pm. Ohio Suite. I'nwn First
leadership training class

Oldce 372 11086 lodarj

Howling Greta People tor I'eace. 7 30pm. Alumni Room.

bright enamel coffee pots.
i-up>
to match
THE
WORKING l' \M> CRAFT
CENTER 515 Conneaul tree
parking 353-9932

SBYONDTPE ORDINARY
Union
1 aiverill) Karate Club. 7 9pm, Korum. Student Services
BUg
Iniernatumal Foil Dam e. » 30-IOpm. 106 Women's Bldg

re parl
lor

Journalism School

SHU
■

■

DON'T FORGET 2 lor I,
and 3 lor 1 NIGHT WITP
LIVE RAND TONIGHT AT
THEC l

l

vtl

LOST

Neinl ride to O C
Call Pal 352-0929

Black attache case lost in
...minuter lot 4 REWARD
call 874 7428
I
l.imh Mat with t diamonds
II
lound call 372-4433
H\\\ \HD
Loal \n Alpha Xi IVIta pin a quill with pearls II lound
please call 2-4888
Very
important' HEW \RI>

$379.95

Oct M

Need
ride
to
Dayton
Saturdav am Will pav Call
IVbbie 372 4194

Students
to
distribute
compute!
dating
lorms
t300-$60O mo Write Box 508
Boulder. Colo 80302
Pave a problem' iiivc it to
theS A B ph 2 2969
Engagement portraits Call
353-5885 PAGER STUDIOS

Needed
ride to Purdue
University on IVtuber 20
will pay' Call Barb at 2-4268

PEI.P WANTED

RIDES

Weekly earnings male and
lemale Blood Plasma Donor
Center
610
Monroe
St
Toledo. Ohio hrs Mon-KriH5 Open Thurs niles till 9pm
Ph 255 3535

(CAR you In In-vc i|?)
Inyone going 10 Cleve
Beraai Od 20 ■ Please take
me Call 2 4381

Ride

wanted

to

^MiibiiiJJ^

You never heard it so good.
We have component systems to lit anyone's needs,
Stop by, we'll make it worth your while.
e't.ii"i

N

■«

The Sound Specialists''
Corntr of N. Main and Court — 354 4322

Mother s helper needed 1
child It hswk 2*pm Call
353 9322 alter 2pm

|H)N T FORGET 3 for I
NIGHT
AT TPE
C I
TON1GPT

SERVICES OFFERED

Posle rongrals on vour TU
lavalienng - your sisters

Miami

I imeisiU Oct -»rt call Sue

SQNY

Kathy happv l-ith' CffO'l
lot .iKiHiivr.il voui roomM
TKE'l Orange .luur
t.n
brumh' What a not' The
ADPi'i
Squirrels' GtH your nuts
together lor the Iun Idled
I ant a stic fall
Flamer '
The countdown ialWO
DONTFORGET3for land
3 for I NIGHT WITP LIVE
BAND TONIGHT AT THE
C I

body bau. \ 1 rond i case
Strap 140
Call 354-0613
anytime
RECORDS cheapest
prices finest selection best
service All SS 98 list LP's
now onlv $3 59 at Finders
Records 128 N Main
Airplane Club Membership
Cessna 182 & 150 based at
BG airport. Call 691-3515 or
882 1338 Mr Spence
8 TRACK TAPES finest selection from 13 99 and up
Only
at
FINDERS
RECORDS AND TAPES 118
N Main
B & W TV for sale Call after
8pm 352 0986

FOR SALE OR RENT
67 Camero convert V8. p s
aulo excellent cond ph 372IThS
66 TR4 Triumph good cond
new paint new top 353-6751

8-track stereo tapes 83 50
each
354 1835
372 0286
weekdays tor catalog
Bass ampliphier. acoustic
150b 20) watts.
4-15
speakers, excellent cond
ph 352-0628

■

lapr
•

('ongraiul.it ions Jan
and
Brice on your Theta Chi ■
Alpha XI bvolKTinn It I .1
bonus' ClKD

■1 mi

Ride Bjettfd U) \tlanla G|
anvtnnci all Janet 2 4595

Will Type
theses, term
papers, misc Need accurate
Copy 352-7752
PERSONALS

FREE KITTENS 353-2115
Rkdeneeded to Pgh Pa PH
(let Vttl Diane 2 4360
2 girls need n*' to Canton
Krl ivi-m •MT»4

DONT FORGET 3 lor 1
NIGHT
AT TPE C I
TONIGPT
Experienced

bass

nlaver

DZs have got it together and
arelovin it'
Mphj Sig s One V.HI re.iver
ihe hill, you've got the hump
beat
The pledges
are
rooting lor vim at the C C
meet
NOW is THE TIME TO
MAKE
RESERVATIONS
FlIHTFVi ATTI'KC I

62 Buick Skylark good
condition Reasonable price
call 352-0082 after 5
65 VW bug It green, ex cond
1695 call Rick 3721611 or
Barb 372-M72
66 VW camper with tent &
camping equipment All new
tires & battery In good
condition Asking 41000 Call
352-6250

1968 MGC 1 rare 6 eve eng
35000 miles wire wht-els
call 352-5761 alter 5pm
1963 VW van, mint 352^W05
make oiler
Garage Sale
antiques
rockers,
chairs
trunks
chests,
walnut dresser
Danish modern tola 4 chair
Thurs - Sat 12*. 420 Sand
Ridge Rd
Norn Mono tape deck also
Fender echo chamber cheap
354-2893 or 353-9331
For Sale 2 (170x14 winter
tires mounted on wheels,
can be seen at 188 Stale Si
140

I'onda 160 needs good home'
Sell or trade for warmer
transportation
352-6047
Nancv
Need
female roommate
234'i S College Dr Phone
354-6694 860 per month
Needed immediately' One
F. roommate excellent location. Newlove Realty 3537381
Wanted
girl to share 1
bdrm partially fum apt in
Village Green No smoking
Call 352-934*
F. roommate needed immediately
170 mo
own
room Jane 352-7320
For rent 3 br house Modern
S225 mo 352-5170
Large house near campus
for rent $250 mo The Hutch
Pet Shop 354-9603
WINTHROP
TERRACE
SOUTH
still hai an
apartment to fit your needs
Starting
from
145 mo
Office at Winthrop South
phone 352-9135

Musi sell Daneleelm hollow

Crisis phone 352-plus

Thu«doy, October 19, 1972, Th. BO Naw. /Paga 7

Car campaign

World War II debts settled

to emphasize

U.S., Soviet Union sign pact

week of safety
"Car Care Week." an
information
campaign
which began Monday, is
striving for two primary
goals-cleaner air and safer
cars in Bowling Green
David L. Bradford, senior
(B.A.) and chairman of the
campaign, said the week's
activities are serving as the
pilot program for a national
campaign by the Car Care
Council (CCC).
The local campaign is
sponsored by the University
chapter of the Public
Relations Student Society of
America < PRSSA) and CCC.
One major event planned
in the campaign is a voluntary vehicle inspection by
the Ohio State IMghway
Patrol at the Ice Arena
parking lot from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. today and tomorrow
Other areas of the campaign include television and
spot announcements on car
care and a car maintenance
discount offered at eight
participating
service
stations this week

WASHINGTON (API The United States and the
Soviet Union yesterday
signed a breakthrough trade
agreement designed to settle
World War II lend-lease
debts, flatten tariff barriers,
grant credits and triple the
volume of trade in the next
three years
Hailed by Secretary of
State William P. Rogers as a
step toward "creating a climate for peace." the agreement follows by five months
President Nixon's Moscow
summit meetings which set
the negotiations in motion.

II ten'! ...ictty Hie ptoc* far *-awt aamebody't laundry »e« awt af a rrvdi ktlwMi
Univanity Ha* ana* the Mwcltaw aMa. ya»lardoy and fat (ml a Hnia bit wat.

AS OUTLINED BY
administration spokesmen,
the major provisions of the
agreement include

-Settlement for $722 million the Soviet debt of $11.1
billion in lend-lease aid
extended by the United
States during World War II;
-Granting of most-favored-nation treatment to
the Soviet Union
II
approved by Congress, this
step would remove discriminatory trade barriers
and put Moscow on the same
footing as free world nations.
-Make the Soviet Union
eligible for Export-Import
Bank credits These credit!
could be used by the Soviets
to purchase products,
mentioned in the agreement.
Including machinery, plant
equipment, agricultural
goods, industrial products

and consumer goods
THE UNITED STATES
will, in tum. import increased volumes of Soviet
raw materials The agreement states that the goal is
to triple, to a three-year
total of (IS billion, the
volume of trade between the
two countries.
Other provisions of the
agreement call for each
government to establish in
the other's capital a commercial office, and clear the
way for private firms to
establish business facilities
The Soviets agreed to construct a large trade center in
Moscow.
The portions of the agree-

ment requiring congressional approval could
trigger a major controversy
on Capitol Hill
More than 70 senators are
backing legislation to forbid
granting of most-favored-nation treatment to any
country ^charging excessive
exit fees-a measure aimed
directly at the Soviets' tax
on Jewish emigres
ASKED ABOUT this.
Rogers told a White House
briefing that the Jewish exit
tax question is being handled
through diplomatic channels
and that "quiet diplomacy
holds out promise of great
success."
Rogers said most Jewish

leaders agree that this is the
best method to follow in
dealing with the issue.
Since Congress is on the
verge of adjourning, the
legislation to carry out the
agreement won't be sent to
Capitol Hill until January.
This means, said Secretary of Commerce Peter G
Peterson, that the administration has four months
before it must squarely face
any congressional opposition
Although the agreement
does not require Senate ratification as such, its provisions will not go into effect
until Congress approves the
most-tavored-nation treatment

Placement interviews
Sign up for the following
job interviews will begin
Monday. Oct 23 in the
forum. Student Services
Bldg Sign up for non-school
schedules
(business,
government and graduate
schools) will be from 12:301:30 p in
and school
schedules from 4-5 p.m
BUSINESS
OCTOBER 30
Owens-Illinois - BS
Mktg . Mgmt . Fin . Acctg .
Ind Tech Prod
Glidden-Durkee - BS or
BA. Acctg. Bus Adm.
Fin . Econ . Mktg .
Computer Sci.. Math.
Systems Analysis. Chemistry. Chemical Engr . Food
Tech
Ortho Pharm Corp
Sales Rep . Degree open
Xerox
Corp.
Sales Mktg . Detroit Toledo
area, prefer Dec graduates
Whirlpool-Clyde Division •
- Ind Engr.. Prod. Mgmt .
MFO Spec , Systems
Analysis. Mktg
and
Personnel
OCTOBER 31
Westfield Companies -Field Rep. BS. BA (not
sales V.
Owens-Illinois - See Oct
30 listing
Oscar Mayer & Co. - Sales
Trainee-Any field; Oper
Mgmt Trainee-BS
SS. Kresge - Mgmt
Trainee. BA/BS. Bus Adm .
Econ . Eng.. History. Math.
Sociology. Mgmt and Mktg

Nationwide Insurance Clms Adj . Underwriter.
Programmer. Supvr
Trainee-Open.
Mutual of New York Econ . Mktg.. Mgmt.
M. O'Neil Company - Jr
Exec Training Program
Mktg Mjrs
Toledo Edison - BBA and
MBA Acctg Mjr. Dec
graduates only.
Manufacturers National
Bank - BS w Bus Mjr ,
MBA. Computer Scl or
Inlor Sys
Toledo Trust
MBA or
BBA for Comm Lending.
Gen
Mgmt
Trainee.
Branch Adm . Trust Adm

NOVEMBER2
U.S. Marine Corps
Social Security -- 4 yr.
undergraduate degree and
post-graduates Claims Rep
NOVEMBER 3
Thunderbird Grad. School
of International Mgmt. Bachelor's Degree interested in International Mgmt
Winebrenner Theological
Seminary
Bachelor's
Degree interested in
Seminary Dec. graduates.
SCHOOLS

NOVEMBER 3
OCTOBER 30
Firestone Tire & Rubber
Co— See Nov 2 listing
Marathon Oil (Corporate
Office! - Dec Grads Only.
BSonly. Acctg

Berea City School Disl ,
O
- 1st and 2nd qrt
graduates. Guidance Jr. and
Sr HS. Music Ele. Math Sr.
I'S, .imi Kir vacancies

AGENCIES & COLLEGES
NOVEMBER 1
OCTOBERS
Unlv, of Chicago. Grad
School of Education - MAT
Candidates
OCTOBER 30
Univ. of Toledo. Grad
Div . College cil Bus Adm. Students interested in MBA
program.
Penn State Univ
All fields encouraged,
candidacy in MBA program

" Lorain City Schools. O. •
- All areas
'* Sandusky Public
Schools. O - Art. Bus Ed..
Ele. K-6. Eng.. Pome Ec ,
Ind Ed. Math. Music
ivoicel. PPE, Spec Ed
(EMRi
NOVEMBER 2

Syracuse Univ . School of
Management - MBA. MS in
Acctg , PhD program

Lorain City Schools, O. -•
All areas
Sandusky Public Schools.
0--See Nov 1 listing.
Forest Pills SchoofDist..
O. - Bachelor's Degree.
Ele.. Primary, Intermediate Most areas.

NOVEMBER 1

NOVEMBER 3

Ohio Northern University
- College of law. pre-law
students

Forest Pills School Dist ,
O. --SeeNov. 2listing.
KEY ■•• Evening Only

OCTOBER 31

NOVEMBER I
New England Life -Sales BS Mjr Mktg and
lien Bus . BA and nondegree also
Lybrand. Ross Bros .
Montgomery - BS Acctg .
Masters w acctg
spec .
Non-acctg
mjr . Law
Degree must meet CPA
Cert

US. Marine Corps

We also gave him the right to fail.

NOVEMBER 2
Firestone Tire & Rubber
Co. - BBA for Ret Sales
Mgmt . BS in Acctg . Mch
Engr. Ind Engr. Math
Bus Adm . BS in Bus Adm
or Ret Sales Mgmt.. for
training program
Marathon Oil Company ■BS Bus Adm. Mktg.
Mgmt or Gen Acctg
Upjohn - Pharmaceutical
Sales-BS MS Biology.
Chem . PreMed . PreDental
R.J Reynolds Tobacco Fid Sales Rep . BS. AD and
Ed.
Lubrizol - BS. MS. PhD
Chemists.

When this 25-year-old researcher
wanted to investigate a possible cancer treatment,
we gave him the go-ahead.

J N G PIZZA PALACE
CHEESE
ONION
JIG SPECIAL
PEPPEHONI

BEEF
BACON
GREEN PEPPER
MUSHROOM

HAM
SHRIMP
ANCHOVIES
BLACK OUVES

At Kodak, it's not unusual for n 2.r» year-old like Jim
Carroll to win the title of senior research physicist. Like any
company involved in a lot of basic research, Kodak has fell
the pressure of modern technology and the need for young.
fresh thinking. So we hire the best talent we possibly can.
and then give them as much responsibility as they can handle. Whatever their age.
We have departments and divisions, like any company.
What we don't have are preconceived ideas about Iww an
expert scientist's time should lie spent. So when we received
a request from the medical community for assistance in experimenting with La*0n as a possible cancer treatment, we
turned to 25-year-old Jim Carroll, who is deep in laser tech-

nology, and gave him the go-alwad. He built two half-billion
watt laser systems, one of which Kodak has donated to the
National Institute of Health.
The lasers proved unsuccessful in treating cancer, but
we'd make the same decision all over again. We entered laser
technology because we have a stake in business We let a
young researcher help the medical community look for a
means of cancer treatment U'cause we have a stake in the
future of mankind.
lb put it another way. we're in business to make a
profit. Hut in furthering our own needs, we have often furthered society's. After all. our business de|>ends on OUT society. So we care what hap|>ens to it

Kodak

OPEN DAILY 4 P.M.-1 A.M.

More than a business.

E COUEjT NEAR AD BUILDING

FREE DELIVERY - 353-8565

DON ELLIS

SUN., OCT. 29 - 4:30 ■ FREE WORKSHOP
8 P.M. CONCERT - $3.00
GRAND BALLROOM

Pof« «/The BG N« w», Thunday, Otlob., 19, I*7J

Barons invade Ice Arena
By Fred R. Ortllp
Sport i Esltor
Jack Vivian's Bowling
Green hockey team-with
only a week and a half of
practice under its belt-gets
a quick baptism tonight
when the professional Cleveland Barons invade the University Ice Arena for a 7:30
exhibition game.
Tickets are available at
(1 50 general admission and
13 reserved. Student hockey
IDs will not apply to this
game
It'll be the first meeting
for the Falcon icers against
a professional team and the
opening of a five-game
exhibition schedule

BOWLING GREEN IS
coming off a 21-10-2 seasonits beat record in the threeyear history of the club-and
potentially has its top team
ever this year.
Vivian is parlaying a solid
veteran crew with his best
recruiting class of 11 freshmen, which means tonight's
clash will be used almost
exclusively for experimentation.
The Falcon coach will
have almost an infinite number of combinations at hand
and he intends to take his
time in matching up his
lines.
ONE OF THE big experiments will be breaking up

the "mini" line of Ron Wise,
Bob Watson and Mike
Bartley. The trio scored 63
goals and was the most consistent line last season.
Bob Dobek. a transfer who
played with the Detroit Jr.
Wings last season, will
center the revamped line
with Wise la questionable
starter) and Bartley. who
led the team in scoring last
year with 37 goals and 31
assists for 68 points. If Wise
can't play, veteran Gerry
Bradbury will fill in.
"You hate to break up a
line that scored 63 goals for
you. but if you can get a line
that'll score 65. I'm all for
it," Vivian said

GORD MCCOSH. the
injury-prone senior forward
who is hoping to play his
first full season since 1969
70. will center another line
with vets Steve Ball and
Pete Badour.
Rookie John Stewart will
center a line with newcomer
Rich Nagai and vet Watson.
But there will be plenty of
shuffling.
"There will be a lot of
things we can do with our
players." Vivian said. "You
talk about positions-we've
got Bartley. McCosh.
Dobek, Stewart and (Rich I
Costello to give us combinations at center, with
Bartley capable of playing
on the right side

Kenny White says

Brewton is forgotten
By Keaay White
Aulilaat Saorti Editor
It ii quite evident now that
the Falcons' once-heralded
offensive unit is a contributing factor in the
team's recent skid down the
ladder of success.
One player who gets my
vote for a chance to try to
get the offense going again
is forgotten tailback Greg
Brewton. the most underrated player on the BG
roster.
"The Jet" slipped into the
depths of oblivion after his
freshman year and his
talents have never been fully
exposed on the gridiron.
HE WAS blessed with all
the tools that could make
him one of the best offensive
threats ever to be in a BG
line-up
Speed, quickness, moves
and agility were the main
ingredients the stylish lad
from Toledo hoped to mold
together.
But. as fate would have It.
time and the emergence of
Paul Miles have made the
name of Brewton a forgotten
one around Falconland
During his last two years,
most of the headlines Greg
made came from collecting
splinters while sitting on the
bench Last season, for
example, he toted the ball a
mere eight times for 45
yards
The situation hasn't gotten
any better this year. At Purdue he had two fine kick-off
returns, but a shoulder injury disabled the speed merchant a few weeks

the dummy plays the team
goes through during practice.
Last week in the Kent
State loss the familiar figure
on the end of the Falcon
bench was Greg.
Here is a player who has
given the coaching staff
some indication that he can
play football. He runs the 40yard dash in 4.5 seconds, one
of the fastest records of anyone on the squad.
Brewton is the type of
player every team would

love to have, because he can
put flair into an offense
Greg is built along the
same lines as Gale Sayers.
who recently retired from
the Chicago Bears. He's a
game breaker, (the type
opposing coaches spend
nights trying to think of
ways to stop).
IN FIVE games this year,
the offense has not put more
than 20 points on the scoreboard in any one game. This
is a big mystery and it has

the coaches scratching their
heads. Why can't the offensive unit score big?
With five games left on
the agenda, the spark coach
Don Nehlen is searching for
may very well lie in the untried abilities of Greg
Brewton.
He could possibly be the
inspiration the sagging offense needs to break loose.
His potential will never be
known if he remains a spectator on the bench for the
rest of the year

By JackO'Brexa
Assistant Sports Editor
Prospects appear brighter
on the Bowling Green
basketball scene this season
as Coach Pat Haley begins
stage two of a four-year plan
to rebuild the Falcons into a
powerhouse similar to
teams in years past
Sophomores are the
backbone of the BG program
this season. Haley said.

w* #*L - \
>*

"I foresee a season of just
learning." said the secondyear coach at a preseason
press conference Tuesday.
"We're trying to build a
program here." he added.
"That's what it boils down
to. When I got the job they
told me I had four vears to
doit
THREE KEY men in
Haley's rebuilding plan are
sophomores Skip Howard.
Cornelius Cash and Jeff
Montgomery

Greg Brewton

Sports notes, meetings
Entry blanks lor the 1972
all-campus handball
(singles i and paddleball
i singles i tournaments are
now available Forms may
be turned in at the IM ofluc.
201 Memorial Hall, until
Ocl 31
The IM Cross Country
meet will be held today at
4:30 p.m. on the BGSU
course Compton Hall and
Delta Tau Delta are the
defending champions
Entry
blanks
for
fraternity hockey and the
All-Campus Cross Country
meet are now available
from athletic chairmen al
the IM office

Varsity club
The first meeting of the
Varsity Club will be held
Sunday at 7 p.m. in the
Perry Cr.igh.in Room.
Union
The Varsity Club is an
organization designed lo
promote fellowship among
university athletes.
This year the club hopes to
expose its members to all
sports competed on the
university level through

"AND BADOUR, Watson,
Stone, (Paul) Hughes and
Bartley on the right wing
with Bartley capable of
playing center," said
Vivian. "If we get in a
slump, we'll be able to do a
lot of things to shake us up
with out weakening us."
On defense. Chuck Gyles,
the team's second leading
scorer last year, anchors a
young group of back-liners
including vets Roger
Archer, Al Leitch and Brian
Celantano and rookies Bob
I inline and Glenn Barnett.
Veteran goaltenders Terry
Miskolczi and Donnie Boyd
will split time against Cleveland.
The Barons, top farm-club
of the NHL Minnesota North
Stars, have made the AHL
playoffs three of the last
four years

ISmafce* ky JM kni

Jkffack

Top dtltmimon Roger Archer (right) and high-scoring center
Mike Bartley move into the attack xone during hockey play
last season. Both will see action tonight when the Cleveland
Barons invade the tee Arena for a 7:30 p.m. exhibition game."

Booters blank Woosfer
By Bob MOOD
Staff Writer

Tickets
Tickets are available at $2
each for the icers' exhibition
game Saturday night against
Guelph University at the
Toledo Sports Arena.
Tickets can be purchased
in the Memorial Hall ticket
office. Game time is 7:30
p.m.
Proceeds will go to the
Toledo Minor Hockey
Association.

NCAA films and possible
field trips
In the past, club members
have gone to professional
baseball, basketball and
hockey games Last year,
the club .sponsored a trip lo
the NCAA indoor track
championships at Cobo
Arena in Detroit
All athletes with a varsity
award are invited to the first
meeting. Varsity award
winners may also bring any
interested non-letter
winners lo the meeting as
guests

qualifier for next spring's
10-man squad.
McConnell had a 74.2
average while Wallers
compiled a 74 3 average
Two Ireshman recruits.
John Stewart and Mark
Homcflet. tied for third
The other six positions
were won by freshman Ron
I'artoin. junior Jim Smith,
freshman Steve Mossing.

sophomore Steve Ball,
junior Jim Fortuna and
senior Scott Masters.

Table tennis
Room 105 of the Women's
Gym will be open every
Thursday night for people
interested in trying out for
the table tennis team
Tryouts will be held from
7-10 p.m.

make sis happy,

Sports pics
Varsity athletes may
order athletic pictures
Thursday and Friday at the
Sports Information Office
(201 Stadium).
This will be the last time
pictures can be ordered until
January Cash or a check
should accompany all
orders.

Golf
Mark McConnell and Ken
Walters, both sophomore
lettermen. led the pack as
candidates for the golf team
completed their 10t-hole

WITH A YEARBOOK PORTRAIT
Seniors Sign up at the Key Office Now
310 STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
OR CALL 372-0086

Howard, a 610" center,
averaged 16.8 points and 16
rebounds per game for the
treshman squad last year.
Cash, a 6'8" forward,
contributed an average of
17.5 points and 14 rebounds
to the freshman cause
Montgomery, a 6'0" guard,
was the freshman squad's
leading scorer, averaging
21.5 points per contest
Adding experience to the
line-up will be junior Brian
Scanlan. a 6'6" centerforward, who led the
Falcons in scoring 113.9) and
rebounding (7.2) per game
and field goal shooting
percentage (.4751 and free
throw shooting (.810) for the
1971-72 varsity campaign

ti
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Bowling Green's red-hot
soccer team cooled off
Wooster College. 3-0. at BG
yesterday, and raised its
season record to 4-1-1.
The win over the Scots,
ranked fourth in Ohio, was
the third straight for the
Falcons It was BG's second
consecutive shutout after
blanking Ball State 4-0 last
Friday.
"This was a hell of a big
win for us." said an elated

Cage prospects better

NOW RECOVERED from
the injury, the only action
Greg has seen has been in

Intramurals

"Then there's Wise. Ball,
Nagai, (Mark) Scullion,
Bradbury and (Keith) Butts
at left wing with Bradbury
capable of playing center.

"LAST YEAR we went
into three-fourths of our
games with little chance of
winning," Haley said "This
year we have a good chance
of winning them."
Missing from the this
year's edition of the Falcons
will be senior lettermen Al
Russ and Jeff Booms, who
were among four players in
the final cut by Haley on
Monday evening after
practice.
"They weren't good
enough," Haley said.
"We have a program to
run." he added "You have
to be truthful with yourself
and keep emotions out It
was the hardest thing I've
ever had to do as a coach.''

BG coach Mickey Cochrane
"It was just what we needed
to keep us on the right
track."
"EVERYBODY PLAYED
great." he added "Greg
Brooks played one of his
best games ever And that
(Dave) Dyminski-he was
just tremendous "
Dyminski scored first for
the Falcons early in the first
half Then midway through
the half. Norm Dykes got
the second goal on a
"knuckler" that bounded
past Wooster goalie Howie
Cohen as he charged the
ball
"Dykes' goal really shows
the advantage of following
the ball in after a shot." said
assistant coach Pete
Farrell. "He wouldn't have
scored if he hadn't beaten
the goalie to the ball "
Warren Heede tallied last
for the Falcons, only five
minutes after Dykes' score
KICKING FROM the right
corner. Heede put just
enough spin on the ball so
that it bounded off a Wooster
defender into the net.
The Falcons narrowly
missed a fourth goal on a
fluke play following a shot
by Chris Bartels

Bartels' shot hit the top of
the goalpost, striking Cohen
Normally, the spin on the
ball would have been enough
to send the ball into the net.
Instead, the ball bounced
out.
With a three-goal lead. BG
seemed content to concentrate on its defense the
rest of the game That gave
the Scots yet another jolt
when the Falcons' Paul
Wayne made what had to be
the play of the game in the
second half.
ON A WOOSTER shot that
appeared to be a certain
score, Wayne leaped and
barely stopped the ball with
his hands The save caused a
penalty kick due to a
handball, but the Scots
missed the ensuing kick,
saving the shutout
"Wooster players didn't
beat themselves." added
Farrell "We were high'
right from the beginning
Once we got the momentum,
they were forced to play our
type of game
"We just outran, outhustled and outplayed
them "
The booters next contest is
al home at 2 p m Saturday
against Cincinnati

Hockey Tonite!
BGSU FALCONS
CLEVELAND BARONS

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

7:30 p.m. BGSU Ice Arena

presents

BROWN BAG
MOVIES
Every Thursday At Noon
Room 220 Math Science
Join the Hn:k Bunch I01 Lunch
This Week (Oct. 19)
laurel & Hatdy in

The Music Box

Plus Film Short
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MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE
Gen. Admission
Reserved

$1.50

$3.00
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